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An Introduction to the U.S. Constitution
On September 17, 1787 the Founding Fathers signed the U.S. Constitution. This new plan for government
was sent to the states for ratification [approval]. The document included a Preamble and seven articles.
This module will provide an introduction to the U.S. Constitution and the Principles of the
Constitution. Throughout this module you will be asked to interact with the text and answer questions.
Below is a mnemonic device to help you remember the different parts of the Constitution. A mnemonic
device is something that helps people remember something. In this case it is a sentence: Please, Let’s Eat
Jello Soon After Summer Returns. The first letter of each word represents a part of the
Constitution. See below for an explanation.
Please =
Let’s =
Eat =
Jello =
Soon =
After =
Summer =
Returns =

Preamble
Legislative Branch - Article I (1)
Executive Branch - Article II (2)
Judicial Branch - Article III (3)
States Relations - Article IV (4)
Amendment Procedures - Article V (5)
Supremacy Clause - Article VI (6)
Ratification - Article VII (7)

Exploring the Constitution
Preamble
The Preamble is the introduction to the Constitution. It explains the general purposes or goals of the
government which it creates. Its opening words, “We the People”, clearly establish the principle of “popular
sovereignty.” In other words, the people are the source of the Constitution and the power of the government.
The original draft [first version] of the Preamble considered at the 1787 Constitutional Convention was very
different from the version finally adopted. If it had been adopted [used], the Preamble would have read “We
the people of the States of New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Providence Plantations,
Connecticut, etc. …”
The final version read, We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish
Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the United States of America.”
Review both the proposed version and the adopted version of the Preamble. What major
differences do you see?
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The Preamble
In the chart below, the goals of the Preamble are in bold and italics. Included is an explanation of why
this was included in the U.S. Constitution.
Read through each part of the Preamble and use the second column to provide an
example of how each goal has been achieved in the present day or in history
.

Preamble

Your Example

The framers of the Constitution were unhappy with the
weakness of the union we had under the Articles of
Confederation. In the Preamble, they wrote, “in order to
form a more perfect union,” indicating their hope that
this new Constitution and the government that it created
would be better than the Articles of Confederation.
Next, they expressed the goal of “establishing justice,”
indicating their concern about unfair laws we had
experienced under the English and their interest in the
right to a fair trial and equality of treatment.
Because of their recent experience with Shays’ Rebellion,
the framers spoke in the Preamble of their desire to
“insure domestic tranquility.” In other words, the
framers hoped that the new Constitution and the
government it created would better prevent such
occurrences and result in greater peace and stability in
our nation.
The framers feared attack from Native Americans and
from abroad by England, France, or Spain and next wrote
in the Preamble about “providing for the common
defense.”
The phrases to, “promote the general welfare,” and
“secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity,” represented the culmination of everything the
Preamble had provided earlier. The reason for achieving
tranquility, justice, defense, and unity was to provide for
everyone’s well-being. The framers wished to create a
place where liberty would thrive and where people would
be free to seek their own interests. Furthermore, they
wanted to secure this environment not only for
themselves but also for their children, and their children's
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Explanation

Ultimate power and final
authority rest with “we the
people” or all the citizens

The people exercise their
power by delegating it to
representatives chosen by
them through the election
process.

Popular Sovereignty

Republicanism

Power is divided between
the central (national)
government and the state
governments. Some powers
are concurrent and thus
held by both levels of
government (for example,
the power to tax).

Power within the national
government is divided
among three separate
branches: Legislative,
Executive and Judicial.

Federalism

Separation of Powers

Draw a picture to illustrate the definition.

Examples of How this principle is reflected
in today’s society.

Constitutionalism-Seven Basic Principles Preserving Liberty

Constitutional
Principles
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Each branch of the national
government has certain
controls (checks) over the
other two branches.

Government’s power is
limited by the rule of law
which includes the
Constitution and the laws
which are passed in
pursuance of that
Constitution. This means
that government is not allpowerful.

Personal freedoms, personal
protections, and equality
under the law are
guaranteed in the
Constitution, the Bill of
Rights, and laws of the U.
S.

Limited Government

Individual Rights

Explanation

Draw a picture to illustrate the definition.

Examples of How this principle is
reflected in today’s society.

Constitutionalism-Seven Basic Principles Preserving Liberty

Checks and Balances

Constitutional Principles
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Article I (1)
The U.S. Constitution created three branches of government, Legislative, Executive, and Judicial to
govern our nation. This represents the principle of separation of powers. As you go through your U.S.
Government course, you will explore each of these branches in a separate unit and examine the
constitutional provisions in more depth.
As you read the following description of this branch of government circle the information
that reflects the specific organization of this branch and the primary purpose of the branch.
Article I (1)
Although the framers created three separate, independent branches of government, they intended
Congress to be the most powerful and important of the three. This is indicated not only by the fact that
they created Congress first, but also by the fact that they had far more to say about Congress than they
did either of the other two branches. Congress consists of two different groups, the House of
Representatives and the Senate which work together to make the laws that govern our country.
The framers designed the House of Representatives (in the framers’ language, “the lower house) to be
“the peoples’ House” where members are chosen by direct popular vote for two year terms. The number
of members from each state is determined by a state’s population, with each state guaranteed at least one
representative regardless of population. The size of the House was later set at 435 by a law of Congress
in 1929.
On the other hand, the framers designed the Senate (in the framers’ language, “the upper house,”) to
check the “excesses” of the House. It would be smaller in size (100 Senators compared to the 435
Representatives today) and represent the states rather than the people since the state legislatures chose
the Senators (changed to popular vote by the 17th Amendment in 1913). Staggering the six-year term of
Senators, with one-third chosen every two years provided for a continuous body and more continuity in its
policy-making. The Senate would be more stable in membership and deliberative in its decision-making.
As you read through the list of powers below, highlight or circle the two you feel are the
most important and complete the sentence below.
Some of the powers of Congress include the power
 to create lower courts,
 to regulate interstate commerce,
 to propose Constitutional amendments,
 to make laws,
 to increase income taxes,
 to declare war,
 to appropriate money,
 to approve appointments,
 to ratify treaties,
 to override vetoes,
 to impeach,
 to elect the President if there is no majority in the electoral college
I feel the two powers I highlighted above are most because
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Article II (2)
The U.S. Constitution created three branches of government, Legislative, Executive, and Judicial to
govern our nation. This represents the principle of separation of powers. As you go through your U.S.
Government course, you will explore each of these branches in a separate unit and examine the
constitutional provisions in more depth.
As you read the following description of the this branch of government circle the
information that reflects the specific organization of this branch and the primary purpose of the
branch.
Article II (2)
Article II begins with a declaration that “the executive power shall be vested in a President of the United
States of America” which means that the President will enforce or carry out the laws for the country.
The term of office of both the President and the Vice President is four years. As written at the
Constitutional Convention in 1787, there was no limit on the number of four- year terms a President could
serve. George Washington established the precedent that a President should only serve two terms when
he declined to seek a third term. This remained true until the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt to a third
term in 1940 and a fourth term in 1944. The Twenty-Second Amendment added to the Constitution in 1951
provides that no individual can serve more than two four year terms and that any individual who has
served more than two years of another person’s term as President can only serve one four year term.
As you read through the list of powers below, highlight or circle the two you feel are the
most important and complete the sentence below.

Some of the powers of the President include the power
 to call special sessions,
 to veto bills,
 to make treaties,
 to enforce laws,
 to pardon federal convicts,
 to enforce court decisions,
 to recommend legislation,
 to make appointments,
 to commit troops into battle.

I feel the two powers I highlighted above are most because
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Article III (3)
The U.S. Constitution created three branches of government, Legislative, Executive, and Judicial to
govern our nation. This represents the principle of separation of powers. As you go through your U.S.
Government course, you will explore each of these branches in a separate unit and examine the
constitutional provisions in more depth.
As you read the following description of the this branch of government circle the
information that reflects the specific organization of this branch and the primary purpose of the
branch.
Article III (3)
Article III is by far the shortest of the articles creating the three branches of the U. S. government. It vests
the judicial power of the United States in one Supreme Court and in such other courts as Congress
chooses to establish. The Constitution specifically creates only one court – the U. S. Supreme Court and
Congress has added to this by creating district courts and courts of appeals. This branch interprets the
laws in our country.
Some of the powers include the power
 of judicial review,
 to settle disputes between two states,
 to interpret laws and settle disputes.
Why do you think the Supreme Court has given the power to settle disputes between two
states?

Checks and Balances with Articles I, II, III
Below is an introduction to the checks and balances that the U.S. Constitution provides. Each branch of
government has powers that allow them to restrain [control] another branch.
Highlight one check under each category that you feel is the most powerful at limiting the
power of the other branch.
LEGISLATIVE checking EXECUTIVE
Approves cabinet appointments
Ratifies treaties
Can declare war
Can impeach the president
Can override veto

LEGISLATIVE checking JUDICIAL
Can impeach federal judges
Approves appointments of federal judges
Creates lower courts

EXECUTIVE checking LEGISLATIVE
Can veto bills
Can call special sessions

EXECUTIVE checking JUDICIAL
Appoints judges
Enforces court orders or decisions

JUDICIAL checking LEGISLATIVE
Can declare congressional laws unconstitutional
Interprets the meaning of congressional laws

JUDICIAL checking EXECUTIVE
Judges appointed for life
Can declare actions unconstitutional
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Article IV (4)
As you read the sections of Article IV below, answer the questions below based on your understanding of
the Constitution. Note: After answering all of the Article IV questions, go to the end of this content
module for suggested answers.
Section 1
Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial
Proceedings of every other State. And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the Manner in
which such Acts, Records and Proceedings shall be proved, and the Effect thereof.
Consider the following two scenarios based on Article IV, Section 1 and give your
answer.
1. Joe and Jane marry in Texas. They move to California. Are they married under California law?

2. Joe and Jane marry in Texas. Jane then goes to Reno, Nevada, and obtains a divorce. Will Texas
recognize the divorce?
Section 2
The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the
several States.
A Person charged in any State with Treason, Felony, or other Crime, who shall flee from Justice,
and be found in another State, shall on Demand of the executive Authority of the State from which
he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the State having Jurisdiction of the Crime.
No Person held to Service or Labour in one State, under the Laws thereof, escaping into another,
shall, in Consequence of any Law or Regulation therein, be discharged from such Service or
Labour, but shall be delivered up on Claim of the Party to whom such Service or Labour may be
due.
Consider the following two scenarios based on Article IV, Section 2 and give your
answer.
3. Can Alaska require private employers in the oil and gas exploration and transportation business to use
only Alaska residents to alleviate its unemployment problem?

4. In 1984, Utah Governor Scott M. Matheson rejected an extradition [to send to another state or country
for trial] request from Illinois for a business official wanted for murder because of an industrial accident in
one of his company’s plants. Is that constitutional?

5. How might the 13th amendment to the U.S. Constitution which forbid slavery have impacted this part of
the Constitution?
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Article IV (4)
Section 3
New States may be admitted by the Congress into this
Union; but no new State shall be formed or erected within
the Jurisdiction of any other State; nor any State be formed
by the Junction of two or more States, or Parts of States,
without the Consent of the Legislatures of the States
concerned as well as of the Congress.
The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all
needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or
other Property belonging to the United States; and nothing
in this Constitution shall be so construed as to Prejudice
any Claims of the United States, or of any particular State.
Consider the following two scenarios based on
Article IV, Section 3 and give your answer.
6. Who can admit new states to the United States?

7. What restrictions are placed on the admission of new states?

Section 4
The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form of Government,
and shall protect each of them against Invasion; and on Application of the Legislature, or of the
Executive (when the Legislature cannot be convened) against domestic Violence.
Consider the following two scenarios based on Article IV, Section 4 and give your
answer.
8. If rioters are threatening the safety of citizens who work in a federal building located in your local
community, can the President send in troops?
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Article V (5)
As you read Article V below,
 Circle the methods for proposing amendments to the Constitution
 Put a square around the methods for ratifying proposed amendments
The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose
Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Application of the Legislatures of two thirds of the
several States, shall call a Convention for proposing Amendments, which, in either Case, shall be
valid to all Intents and Purposes, as Part of this Constitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of
three fourths of the several States, or by Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the
other Mode of Ratification may be proposed by the Congress; Provided that no Amendment
which may be made prior to the Year One thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any Manner
affect the first and fourth Clauses in the Ninth Section of the first Article; and that no State,
without its Consent, shall be deprived of its equal Suffrage in the Senate.

Congress used the state convention method to ratify [approve] the Twenty-First Amendment. This
amendment is unique for two reasons. The first, it is the only amendment ever ratified by state
convention and second, it is the only amendment ever added to repeal another amendment, the
Eighteenth. Congress used the vote of three-fourths of the state legislatures to ratify all the other
amendments.
Using the information above that you marked, fill in the chart below. Use arrows to
show which methods have been used.
An Amendment May
Be Proposed By:

An Amendment May
Be Ratified By:

Article V (5) sets no time limit for the states to ratify a proposed amendment. However, Congress can
set a time limit. For every recently proposed amendment, Congress has set a seven-year time limit. If
Congress does not set a time limit, the states have forever. In the history of the U.S. under this
Constitution, there have been thousands of ideas for proposed amendments, but Congress has only
proposed 33 amendments. Of those 33, the required number of states have ratified 27, which would
seem to indicate that the most difficult step is getting an amendment proposed. The most recent
proposed amendment, which failed ratification by the required number of states, would have treated the
District of Columbia as a state and given it representation in both houses of Congress.
Answer these questions using the paragraph above:
1. How many amendments have been proposed by Congress?
2. How many have been ratified by the states and added to the Constitution?
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Article VI (6)
All Debts contracted and Engagements entered into, before the Adoption of this Constitution, shall
be as valid against the United States under this Constitution, as under the Confederation.

This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and
all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the
supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the
Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.

The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and the Members of the several State
Legislatures, and all executive and judicial Officers, both of the United States and of the several
States, shall be bound by Oath or Affirmation, to support this Constitution; but no religious Test
shall ever be required as a Qualification to any Office or public Trust under the United States.

Answer these questions based on the paragraph above:
1. In addition to the U.S. Constitution, what other items
does the Constitution identify as the supreme law of
the land? Add those items to the ladder on the right.

2. What important religious guarantee is found in Article
VI (6)?
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Article VII (7)
As you read the information below from Article VII (7) answer the following questions.
1. By whom or what was the Constitution to be ratified?
2. How many states were required to ratify the Constitution before it took effect?
3. Which states were considered the most important
The Ratification of the Conventions of nine States, shall be sufficient for the Establishment of this
Constitution between the States so ratifying the Same.

Because the framers had spent the entire summer of 1787 writing the new Constitution, and because they
believed its adoption was essential to the nation’s survival, they wanted to make ratification certain. Article
VII reveals their strategy. First, the Congress of the Articles of Confederation did not receive the new
Constitution for approval. The framers understood the Confederation Congress was not likely to approve a
document that greatly increased the power of the national government by reducing the power of the states.
Second, special state conventions, not the state legislatures would ratify the new Constitution. Third, rather
than ratification by all thirteen states as required by the Articles of Confederation, the ratification of the state
conventions of only nine states would allow the Constitution to go into effect.
The framers’ strategy in sending the proposed new Constitution to special state conventions, rather than
to the state legislatures, was smart because it meant the framers could themselves then be elected as
delegates to their state conventions and advocate for its adoption. For example, this was true in Virginia
where James Madison, often called “the Father of the Constitution.” As a delegate to the Virginia ratifying
convention, he played a leading role in arguing for the adoption of the Constitution he helped write.

The ratification by the special state conventions of two states – Virginia and New York- was essential to the
success of the endeavor. It was also true that opposition to the new Constitution was particularly strong in
both of those states. The special state conventions in those two states did ratify the new Constitution, but
the vote in both was very close.
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Principles of the Constitution

Because the U.S. Constitution is the supreme law of this nation, knowing and understanding its major
principles is key to becoming an active, informed citizen.
Read the scenarios below and using the Principles of the Constitution definition pages,
identify which principle of the Constitution is being represented.

Popular Sovereignty
Federalism
Limited Government
Individual Rights

Republicanism
Separation of Powers
Checks and Balances

1. John Doe was arrested and taken to jail. When he explained that he was unable to pay for an
attorney to assist him with his case, the state appointed him a public defender.
2. “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof.”
3. In 1973 President Richard Nixon vetoed the War Powers Resolution as he felt it interfered with his
power as commander-in-chief of the military. The resolution required the President to have
Congressional approval before committing American forces to extended armed conflict. Congress
responded by 2/3 of both houses voting to override the veto.
4. In 2012 the Supreme Court ruled that the Affordable Health Care Act, passed by Congress
and signed into law by President Obama, was constitutional.
5. In 1972, a 19 year old voted in his first Presidential election just before he was drafted and shipped
out to Vietnam.
6. Tom Stevens was recently elected by citizens living in District 3 to serve as their Congressman in
the U.S. House of Representatives. During his term, he will be responsible for representing the needs
and wishes of the citizens living in District 3 during the law-making process.
7. Powers not delegated to the national government and not denied to the states are reserved to the
states or to the people by the 10th amendment.
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Government Powers
In a federal system of government such as the United States has today, power is divided between a
national government (the government in Washington, D. C.) and a series of state governments (for
example, Texas’ state government in Austin).
When the United States Constitution was written in 1787 and ratified in 1789, there was an important
understanding among the Framers which was not written down in the document, namely: If a power was not
listed in the Constitution as being a power of the national government, and was not listed as being a power
denied to the states, then that power belonged to the states. The states will often delegate some of their
powers to a local government such as a county or city. The chart on the next page identifies powers at
these different levels.

Using the chart on government powers, what level would address the following issues?
_____ 1. To find out the requirements to get your driver’s license.
_____ 2. You are interested in becoming a firefighter.
_____ 3. To know if and how to register for the selective service.
_____ 4. You are concerned about qualifications for registering to vote.
_____ 5. You have issues regarding how much income tax you have to send to the Internal Revenue
Service.
_____ 6. Your neighbors dog barks at all hours of the night.
_____ 7. You need to renew your hunting license.
_____ 8. You want to know more about jury duty.
_____ 9. You received a parking ticket.
_____10. You want to buy stamps from the post office.
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Government Powers

LOCAL

STATE

FEDERAL

Naming streets
Setting leash laws for dogs
Determining methods for selecting municipal judges
Electing mayor
Setting zoning laws
School speed limits
Setting scheduling for resurfacing streets
Determining fire codes
Distributing building permits
Hearing complaints about a barking dog
Regulating billboards on neighborhood streets
Setting truancy regulations
Setting garbage regulations
Training for fire fighters
Setting juvenile curfews
Issuing parking tickets
Regulating taxation (could be in all three categories)
Summoning citizens for jury duty (could be in all three categories)

Selecting automobiles for the highway patrol
Issuing drivers’ licenses
Ratifying amendments to the federal Constitution
Setting age limitations for the issuance of marriage licenses
Setting regulations for required school attendance
Issuing professional licenses
Conducting federal elections
Choosing the state flower, symbol, and bird
Conducting the election of the justices of the Texas Supreme Court
Setting ambulance regulations
Setting curfews in state parks
Regulating taxation (could be in all three categories)
Setting minimum teacher salaries
Regulating intrastate commerce
Regulating fishing and hunting licenses
Setting age for purchase and consumption of alcohol
Summoning citizens for jury duty (could be in all three categories)
Setting rates for insurance premiums

Regulating taxation (could be in all three categories)
Regulating interstate commerce
Setting requirements for exports and imports
Coining money
Defining and punishing cases dealing with treason
Paying for interstate highways
Making treaties
Making draft laws
Maintaining the postal service
Collecting income tax
Declaring war
Summoning citizens for jury duty (could be in all three categories)
Setting automobile safety standards, such as air bags
Appointing diplomats
Establishing new federal trial courts in Texas
Setting citizenship requirements
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Article 4 Helpful Hints
Questions 1 and 2:
This means that each state must recognize and enforce such things as wills, divorces, marriages, etc.
legally made in other states.
Questions3:
As a rule, a state must treat citizens of other states who happen to be in that state the same way the
state treats its own citizens. There are only a few exceptions to this general rule. For example, a state
cannot deny citizens of other states the right to hunt and fish in the state, but it can charge out of state
citizens more for a hunting or fishing license and charge more for out-of-state tuition.
This is referred to as “extradition.” Most of the time, when extradition is requested it is granted.
Congress is limited from forming a new state within the jurisdiction of an already existing state, or from
joining two or more existing states or parts of such without consent of Congress and the state legislatures involved. Congress can lay down one or more conditions, which a territory seeking admission to the
union as a state must meet before Congress will grant the admission. However, after admission as a sovereign state, a state may choose to ignore the "conditions" required for admission.
Question 4:
Section 4 addresses the obligations the national government has to the states. The first obligation or
“guarantee clause” provides that the national government must “guarantee every state a republican form
of government.” The second obligation is that the national government shall protect the states against
“invasion” and from “domestic violence” when requested by a state legislature or by a governor. The national government will intervene upon invasion of a state or the nation. Furthermore, if there is “domestic
violence” in a state, the President may act even without request by the state’s governor or legislature,
particularly if a U. S. law or court decision is involved.
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